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Editor’s Note: These are the folks who print our newsletter.

Rally Sport Region Will Never Use
Email Blasts or Social Media to
Solicit Money from Members for
non-RSR Events.
Recently our the PCA address info was used to send out
a solicitation asking RSR members to support a heart
tugging cause. It was a fake! PCA is attempting to
prevent repeats in the future. Nevertheless, know that
we will never solicit you for funds to non-RSR events
-- Never!
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On the Grid
By RSR President Tim Pott

Who owns who?
Classic, or high end car ownership, is
an odd dynamic. Imagine this real life
situation. You have a reasonably nice
356 convertible D. It benefits from low
production numbers, its value is on a
steady incline and you bought it when it
was relatively affordable. Let’s say you’ve
owned it for twenty or so years and during that time you’ve
enjoyed driving it during the nicer summer months. It’s been
a lot of fun and turns heads at the Dairy Queen. Now it needs
engine work. You decide that as long as the engine is being
done, you’ll get all the correct colors painted on the engine.
The filter has to be just this shade of that, the sheet metal
requires the correct gloss or slight non-gloss black. Original
stickers are applied in the correct spots. Everything is periodcorrect and it looks like it did when it left the factory. When
it’s all done, the engine is a real thing of beauty, ready to be
installed in your classic “D”. Suddenly you realize that the car
you are putting this nearly perfect engine into isn’t nearly as
perfect. True, it doesn’t look that bad, but the paint is starting
to crack in certain areas, there are some minor scratches here
and there, that left front fender wasn’t repaired well when it
had a minor mishap and there is a tiny bit of rust bubbling at
the bottom of the doors.
Your engine build guy knows a guy with a body shop.
After some discussion the two of you agree that the car could
really use a paint job, nothing too crazy, just clean up what’s
there and shoot the thing with the original color. So instead
of pushing the engine into its bay, off it goes to the body shop.
Now, the body guy is a true craftsman and wants to control
the final product so it will be representative of the type of
workmanship he is known for. If he paints over any existing
material without knowing what lies under it, the outcome
of his work might be affected negatively. The car must be
stripped to bare metal.
Sure enough, there’s ugly under that age old paint: bondo,
panels patched and rusted more extensively than originally
thought. The tub must go on a rotisserie. Replacement
panels are fabricated or purchased and correctly welded
into place. Slowly but surely the shell is made right and it is
ready for paint; months have gone by and they are quickly
turning into years. The suspension components, brake
components and gas tank, all need attention before they
find their way back onto this beautifully restored tub! Pieces
are sandblasted, rebuilt, refurbished and replaced as need
dictates. Now the interior: you must have new carpeting,

and what about those tatty instruments? That convertible
top and frame must be refurbished! Can you find the original
seats and have them reupholstered? More and more time
is ticking by. Painstakingly, trim is renewed or replaced,
emblems reinstalled, doors adjusted for perfect operation.
The engine goes back into the transmission that had now
been rebuilt; there’s no sense in trying to drive it with that
second gear crunching. What started out as an engine
rebuild has morphed into a complete restoration. Finally the
car comes off its jack stands and can stand on its own.
The paint gets its final polish and the Convertible D
shines like it never did before. There is nothing remotely
resembling a fine scratch or abrasion on the surface of this
car. It is truly in better shape than when it left the factory.
The 356 Convertible D is ready for a car show and is invited
to be displayed in one of the premier spots. It is the center
of attention and wins a trophy. Pictures are taken with you,
the mechanic, body man and assembler all smiling happily.
It’s close to as perfect a car day as can be imagined. You
proudly get into the car at the end of the event and drive
home smiling all the way. After years of agonizing detail and
mounting complexities, the project is done!
Now the other shoe drops. This car is too perfect to drive
just anywhere! What if someone leans on the paint and
scratches it with a belt buckle or zipper? Pride of ownership
has now transformed into a bit of a nightmare. Joyous,
carefree romps in the country are now fraught with anxiety
that perfection will somehow be marred by a stone chip. The
D doesn’t get driven much anymore. The question has to be
asked, “Is it only fit as a museum piece? Weren’t these cars
meant to be driven?” Finally the decision is made to sell it.
The good news is that all the money spent on the restoration
will be recovered with a bit more on top for a modest positive
cash flow.
As with many disappointing sagas this one has a lesson. It
is extremely easy to get carried away and flipping the script
on car ownership to where now the car “owns” the human.
It is fun and exciting to restore an old car but expectations
and outcomes must be anticipated and controlled. The
owner has to either decide at the end that she or he will
accept a little patina or even road rash on their pride and joy,
or limit its use to car shows. I’ve succumbed to very similar
circumstances on a much smaller scale, involving polishing a
car or motorcycle a bit too much to where I’m afraid I might
brush up against with slightly abrasive clothing such as a pair
of levis. Then I get a grip on myself and ask “Who owns who
here? Let’s drive!”
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RSR Calendar of Events
May 1 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin,
Plymouth
May 5 (Sat.) 5:00 PM: Maumee Valley Region’s Run for
the Roses Party Charity Event at Porsche of Ann Arbor
(see facing page)
May 5 (Sat.): Dyno Day -- Host: Andy Sasyk (this event
may be full so call or text Andy at 734-718-6432 about
attending)
May 20 (Sun.) 2:00 PM: Spring Tour -- Hosts Mike & Kathy
O’Rear (see page 4)
May 22 (Tues.): Beginner’s Day Drivers’ Education Event
at Waterford Hills
June 1-3 (Fri.-Sun.): Detroit Grand Prix. Watch for email
blasts regarding PCA happenings at the event.
June 5 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin,
Plymouth
June 15 -- 17 (Fri. - Sun.): Drivers’ Education Event at
Grattan Raceway
July 8-14 (Sun.-Sat.): Porsche Parade (see page 31)
July 10 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin,
Plymouth

July 10 (Tues.): Drivers’ Education Event at Waterford Hills
July 14 (Sat.): Auburn Hills to Port Huron Drive with a
stop at Stahl’s Museum -- Host Kevin Kral
August 3 -- 4 (Fri. - Sat.): Drivers’ Education Event at Waterford Hills
August 7 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin, Plymouth
August 17-19 (Fri.-Sun.) Porsches Across the Mackinaw
Bridge (Details on this PCA Zone 4 event will be available later in the year)
August 26 (Sun.): Le Porsche Concours and Cookout -Host: Sue Sarin.
September 9 (Sun.): Picnic at Sandhills Soaring Club -Hosts Dave Finch, Peter Grant and John Kytasty
September 11 (Tues.): Drivers’ Education Event at Waterford Hills
October 14 (Sun.) Fall Color Tour -- Hosts Stewart and
Sally Free

November 3 (Sat.): Polar Bear Run -- Host: Sebastian
Gaeta

Don’t miss a thing about Rally Sport
Region events and other happenings. Keep your address up to date
with both Porsche Club of America (pca.org) and MotorsportReg
(https://www.motorsportreg.com/)
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A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance
Collision Center.

That’s Why There’s
AutoMark.
AutoMark specializes in body work for virtually every brand of sports car.
Whether your Porsche needs collision work, paint repairs or any other
cosmetic changes, AutoMark is there to accommodate you.
Our technicians are the best in the industry – providing timely
turnaround, guaranteed workmanship and exceptional customer care.
When your Porsche’s appearance isn’t meeting expectations,
bring it to our state-of-the-art facilities for the quality care your car deserves –
and you expect. Don’t forget to stop by and check out our new,
cutting-edge, Celette Frame Machine, which will return
your vehicle to factory specifications.

W. 11 Mile Rd

d Riv

Halsted Rd.
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Grand River Ave.

W. 10 Mile Rd.

Haggerty Rd.
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24750 North Industrial,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
P (248) 473.8100 • F (248) 473.0800
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 7:30 am – 6:00 pm
www.automarkcollision.com

Membership
Current Membership 502*
* Includes 311 Primary Members

Welcome New Members
Greg & Kristi Bowlby
Ann Arbor, MI
2002 Seal Gray 911 Carrera Cabrio

David Evrard & Cathy Kalahar
Harbor Springs, MI
1967 Silver 911

Benjamin Scanlon
Dearborn, MI
2006 Silver 911 Carrera S

Lisa & Rodney Janes
Allen Park, MI
2001 Silver Boxster

Timothy & Jennifer Mistry
Northville, MI
1990 White 911 Carrera 2

Lynda Wolf
Saline, MI
2015 911 Carrera 4S

Member Anniversaries
Peter & Ruth Maehling ................ 37
Eman Garcia & Iris Zapf-Garcia..... 24
Cal & Regina Sharp........................ 24
Carroll & Georgene Tietz............... 24
Dick & Steven Zarbo...................... 24
John & Zachary Cairns................... 22
Richard & Doreen McGuire........... 22
David Evrard & Cathy Kalahar....... 20
William Bachteal & Lisa Smith...... 19
Phil & Darlene DeBerry................. 19
Christian Cook............................... 15
Michael & Tara Wuebben............. 14
Dave & Norah Cooper................... 13

John Kytasty.................................. 13
Rob & Jan Potts............................. 13
Brad & Angie Ruiz......................... 13
Navid Mazloom............................... 9
Raymond & John Plummer............. 8
Clay & Margie Shouse..................... 8
Steven Watson................................ 8
Simon & Jenn Glynn........................ 7
Rick & Susan Herrington................. 7
Puneet Manchanda &
Monica Valluri............................. 7
Bill Gaulin........................................ 5
Brian & Laura Pizzuti....................... 5

Robert & Katie Zucker..................... 5
Jim & Chris Alvey............................. 4
Randy & Tara Beikman.................... 4
Gerald Knight.................................. 4
Patrick & Carolyn McNamara.......... 4
Dan Quick & Barb Amato................ 4
Zaid Abu-Seir................................... 3
Steve & Jennifer Sahl...................... 3
Patrick Dedoyard............................. 2
Don Lucier....................................... 1
Patrick Ogdin................................... 1

The Rally Sport Region - Porsche Club of America
Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms
section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org. Cost is $46 US per year. You will receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA
magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer, the Rally Sport Region newsletter.
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairperson, Glenn Trapp (1834
Woodcreek, Brighton, MI 48114), for processing. If you have questions or need additional information please contact Glenn (810-2277854 or gtrapper@gmail.com).
Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members. Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.
Address Changes: If you change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s Executive Director:
Vu Nguyen, PO Box 6400, Columbia, MD 21046 and to RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.com. This will
ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama and The Bahn Stormer.
* Please take note: Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special note of this when dealing with PCA
national.
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The 944 Chronicles
By member Skip Kuhn (see other articles by Skip at http://exclusive.multibriefs.com/author/skip-kuhn)

Old Cars
About 25 years ago, a much wiser man than I pointed out
that the most important thing to remember about old cars
is that they are in fact old cars. Regardless of how classic the
lines, how cool the Art Deco interior details may be, or how
pleasing the overall visual esthetic they possess, they are
still creaky old cars usually with crappy brakes, vague steering, and electrical systems and controls nearly as sophisticated as a vintage Heathkit crystal radio set. At the time,
this comment was intended to scare away a certain naive
individual (who will remain nameless) from impulsively
buying a 1940’s “classic” car in a burst of crippling nostalgia
assuming that the driving experience would be anything remotely similar to his then new 1990’s daily driver. The same
very wise man then went onto explain that this was why his
very cool 1933 Willys coupe only looked like a 1933 Willys
coupe and was really a much more modern car using much
more modern parts underneath it’s banana yellow skin.
Twenty-five years later that same sage advice has clearly
been embraced by many automotive enthusiasts desiring a classic look with up to date modern performance,
reliability, amenities, and most especially feel. Hence the
RestoMod muscle car trend. Take your favorite 1960’s or
1970’s shape, combine it with a modern chassis, drivetrain
and electronics, while replacing all of the old crappy vintage
chassis and suspension parts with aftermarket updates (i.e.
entirely redesign and re-engineer it) and voila, modern feel,
parts, and performance in a vintage wrapper. You can even
start with a fresh out of the box reproduction body shell
if you pick the right muscle car (1969 Camaro hint, hint).
For Porsche-philes there is the 964 based 911s offered by
Singer Vehicle Design. Singer offers a Porsche 911 that is
“reimagined” by them resulting in a classic 911 that is more
or less rebuilt and refreshed using updated parts and technology but without having to completely redesign, and reconfigure everything underneath that classic 911 shape but
it’s still a Porsche 911 underneath its carbon fiber skin. All
it takes is a generous budget in combination with varying
levels of patience and commitment.
I don’t consider the design and engineering of the early
944’s to be that “old”. While it is “30 something” for those
of you that remember the TV show of the same name and
similar vintage, 944’s are still fundamentally a well-engineered modern design possessing lightweight, great steering (manual only please), great brakes, balanced handling,

and a rewarding driving experience. Power is of course an
item of some debate for those of us who don’t own turbos
but there are some things that can be done which I will of
course bore you with in a future column. My point is, power aside, 944’s don’t require a restomod savaging with the
associated cash hemorrhage just to maintain their status as
a competent and comfortable daily driver.
Unfortunately, 944’s are in fact old when it comes to
the myriad of small reliability and drivability updates (not
maintenance items) that can and should be done to afford
them the daily driver status they deserve. And, as any 944
owner knows, many of those update drivers live in the electrical system. For starters, think DME relay. How many 944s
change ownership at the standard Craigslist discount price
just because they won’t start? Hopefully one more if I can
snag the one I’m negotiating for right now but that will be
another story. So here comes my 944 reliability tip of the
month. Don’t just keep a Y-jumper and/or spare DME relay
in the glove box of your 944 (or 911, 964, etc.) in anticipation of the inevitable, replace it with a modern piece of
kit, one that makes your classic beauty competitive (in the
reliability sense) with the other not so cool and not nearly
as stylish modern driving appliances of the present day.
Google “944 solid state DME relay”. Look for the pumpprime option and take it from there. I have installed one
of these F9T relays in the “brown” car and it is worth the
nickel. Unfortunately, availability may be an issue but, it’s
worth an email or call to find out. Your 944 deserves it and
so do you.
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Porsche Club Exclusive
Porsche Club Members can get

$50.00 OFF a Deluxe Detail
Just $249.00 Normally $299

Buy 3 and Get the 4th Detail for FREE
Just $750.00 for 4 Deluxe Details
Call to Schedule 734.761.3201

Porsche of Ann Arbor
2575 S. State Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Porsche of Ann Arbor

3rd Saturday of Every
Month
(April – Oct)

April 21, May 19, June 16, July 21, August 18,
September 15, October 20

All Cars & Enthusiasts Welcome!

For more information on Cars and Coffee –
jonheidorn@comcast.net

Join us at Zingerman’s Roadhouse
2501 Jackson Ave, Ann Arbor

7:30am – 9:00am

Follow us on Facebook at Ann Arbor Cars and Coffee
This is Not A Rally Sport Region – Porsche Club of America Event
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ANNOUNCING COMPLIMENTARY TRACK INSPECTIONS
FOR THE UPCOMING DRIVERS ED EVENT
PLEASE CALL NICK POTT FOR DETAILS
Briarwood Mall

State Street

Rennstatt Racing is the performance division of ArborMotion.
669 State Circle

669 State Circle, Ann Arbor, MI 48108  734-761-1088
w w w.arbormotion.com/rennstatt
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Ramblings From a Life With Cars
By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz

Learning Curves
One of the prime points covered in driving schools is how
to learn a track circuit. The basic premise was that it is very
difficult to learn the whole combination of straights and
corners at one time but to learn the track in segments. In
all of the books I have read, and of the schools I have attended, the teaching approach has been to learn a new
track by groups of corners.
All corners can be described as Type1: corners that lead
onto long straight sections of track; Type 2: corners at the
end of long straights; and Type 3: corners that connect directly to other corners. The corners that contribute the
most to a short lap time are Type 1 since they take up the
most time and cover the most track distance in one lap.
Those are the corners that need to be learned first. Type 2
corners extend the time spent at speed and on a straight so
they are the next to perfect. And Type 3 corners are usually
the slowest corners that can waste time but are not likely to
contribute much to the total lap.
If we were to relate these corner types to Waterford, Big
Bend that leads to the back straight is a Type 1 corner. At
the end of that straight is Archers Corner which would be
a Type 2 corner. And Skeet House turn is the slowest corner on the course and leads right to Waterford Bend which
makes that a Type 3 corner. Waterford is often referred to
as a technical track and it has many corners that are similar
to corners found on other race tracks. It is often said that if
you can master Waterford you can apply those driving skills
to any other track you will find. Once you learn how to
drive the Esses or “S” turns at Waterford you will be able
to use that skill at any track with “S” turns, which is very
common in race track layouts. You will also find that each
race track has its signature turn, one that is almost unique
in its configuration or topography. Waterford has Hilltop
which has a dramatic two story drop from the apex right
into two long sweeping turns. Mid Ohio has a very similar
turn they call Madness. Laguna Seca has its famous four
story drop they call the Corkscrew. When you are trying to
learn a new track for the first time it might pay to search out
someone with experience and ask for tips on the signature
corner of that particular track.
Skip Barber’s book Going Faster has an excellent synopsis
of the key points of cornering and I will add my own two
cents worth to their knowledge. 1) The line that the car
takes through a corner will define the speed that the car
achieves in that corner, the exit speed when leaving the cor-

ner, and most importantly the speed that can be reached
on the straight after that corner. 2) Unless there is a good
reason not to, use the whole width of the track on corner
entry, at the corner apex and at the exit of the corner. 3)
Know when to corner at the center or pure apex of a corner,
when to early apex and when to late apex and know the reaction the car will take when you choose that apex. 4) The
optimum line or arc that the path of the car will take in a
corner may change depending on track conditions, weather
and even from changes to the car, especially the tires. 5)
The ultimate best line through a corner is seldom a constant radius arc but it always will be the arc that achieves
the least weight transfer in the car and the least amount of
tire scrub or slippage.
You may say that this is all well and good for those driving enthusiasts that spend a small fraction of their driving
time on a race track but what does it mean to me? We are
surrounded by our daily driven roads that have Type 1, 2
and 3 curves and we don’t visualize them that way. True,
we are not trying to minimize our lap time to the corner
store but we do want to negotiate those corners in the safest and most efficient way. Freeway ramps can be considered all Type 1 and they deserve the most of our attention
and precision. Sharp corners on long country roads can be
Type 2 and create unnecessary drama if they are not recognized. You will often find Type 3 or S turns on country roads
that are defined by farm field boundaries but you should
be prepared to drive through such corners with control and
smoothness.
I now pronounce each of you to be “Professors of Cornering” and it is your responsibility to practice your skills
regularly and to pass your knowledge on to others.
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The 76th Members’ Meeting at Goodwood (March 17-18, 2018)
Story by RSR Board Member Jeremy Goddard, photos by Jeremy & Hamish Goddard

When Rick Mammel and I went to the 75th Goodwood
Members Meeting last year, it was warm and sunny and the
daffodils were in riotous bloom all around us -- springtime
indeed. This March, perhaps because of the political chill
triggered by the poisonings in Salisbury, the wind was fullstrength Siberian, and it was blustery cold all weekend with
frequent snow flurries.
As always, however, the atmosphere in the paddock and
on track was electrifying, and everyone was fully engaged
in the heated competition at all levels. The classes at
Goodwood echo the vintage racing categories all around
Britain for both track and hill climbs, and everyone came
with their first outing of the year: Prewar GP cars (Bugatti
35Bs, 51s, ERAs…); 2.5L F1 cars from the fifties (Maserati
250Fs and Connaughts…); 1.5L F1 cars (Lotus, Brabham,
Cooper, BRM…) from the early 60s; a fleet of F5000s; 60s
GT cars (Ferrari 250 SWBs, and GTOs, lightweight XKEs,
Listers…); several GT40s and Ferrari Berlinetta Boxers; and
a very successful matching of seemingly unlikely sedans.
We would expect the Ford Escorts, Dolomite Sprints and
Alfa GTAs to be mixing it up, but we witnessed wonderful
back and forth dices between Austin A40 and Jaguar Mk. II,
and Mini and Camaro – like hawks harried by sparrows.
Then there are what I call The Edwardians: typically, 1920s
chasses into which WWI aircraft engines were installed to
challenge brave men. Last year, Duncan Pittaway showed

1962 Ferrari 250 SWB
(short wheel base)
Lancia-Ferrari D50
-- won their competition lifespan won 5
of 14 Fomula One
Grands Prix and the
1956 Championship
for Fangio.
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up in his recently rebuilt Beast of Turin, the 1910 FIAT S76
28.4L land speed record car, to astound everyone with
its flame-throwing performance, but he left it at home
this year (and had his hands filled with racing his 35B
successfully). Curtiss 8.2L OX-5 V8s seemed to be the
engine of choice, and 8L Bentley engines installed in 3-liter
chasses were expected, but I loved the shoehorning of an
Hispano-Suiza 12L SOHC V-8 into a spare Amilcar chassis.
Mercedes brought two 1928 SSKs to participate.
As I noted, the weather was very cold and there was a
lot of popping and banging in the paddock as chilled and
unwilling horses were awakened for duty, but the racing
was superb on the slippery track. I felt especially sorry for
the F5000 drivers trying to get heat into tires while unable
to go fast enough to get wings working properly, but no
one went off.
Car control was on display all weekend long: the drivers
are a mix of gentlemen-owners and professionals (BTCC*
wheelmen, Emanuele Pirro, David Coulthard, Jochen
Mass and the like), and the performances all weekend
were uniformly remarkable. Have a look on YouTube at
the Goodwood 76th Members’ Meeting; there is glorious
footage of all the competition at this remarkable and
accessible event. For impassioned drama, it leaves current
Formuia One racing in the cold.
* BTCC = British Touring Car Championship

1928 Mercedes SSKs

Jochen Mass in his Mercedes

Alfa 8Cs
from the
1930s

Bugattis from the 1920s

Duncan Pittaway finished 2nd in this race
where the hood blew off his Bugatti 35B!

A Hispano-Suiza Amilcar special

An Edwardian -- Curtiss powered 8.2L monster

Take your pick of these Porsche 906s.

Ford GT40s

BMW 328s from 1936-1940

The camera is fine -- that’s snow in
the picture!!

Quite a line-up
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Got a tricky problem with your Porsche?
We can find it. And we can fix it.

3080 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan
service@munks.com
248.681.8081

Michigan’s #1 Rated Bosch Service Center
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Around The Zone
By Lori Schutz
Zone 4 Representative
I hope this finds you getting ready for spring, getting the
Porsche out and washed and buffed for the new season,
and already registered for a few events. Here is what I did
while impatiently waiting for nice weather. During the 2nd
weekend in March, I journeyed south to the 2018 Amelia
Island Concours weekend. Through bad weather, planes,
trains and automobiles – we all arrived safely and ready for
some Porsche fun.

spec 911 turbo look cabriolet. This was the design study
for the production models that followed in 1988-89.
We connected with many friends from the past including

”Speedy”, the Schutz Speedster Design Study
with Sheila Schutz, Rick Riley and Lori Schutz.
Photo by Deremer Studios
Guardians of Porsche Dinner Night - Rick Riley, Dan &
Neila Bird, Bob Stander, Marci Thieme, Paul & Mary
Thieme, Sheila & Lori Schutz, and Chuck & Lynn Olenyk.
Photo by Deremer Studios
As many of you know, my father passed away last October, and is best known from his time as Porsche AG President and CEO from 1981-1987, and among other contributions – he saved the 911.
The Schutz Speedster Prototype also
joined us for dinner,
thank you Rick and
Ray for making this
possible. ‘Speedy’
as we refer to this
Porsche, was custom built in the Special Wishes area of
Porsche literally in a
Sheila Schutz fondly speaking in
memory of Peter Schutz. Photo by basement, based on
a 1985 production US
Bob Stander.

Alwin Springer. Note the red tie I’m wearing, in memory of
my father, and nearly all of our table wore one of Dad’s ties
in his memory.

Mr and Mrs Alwin Springer, from Porsche
Motorsport, Sheila & Lori Schutz enjoy the
Guardians of Porsche evening. Photo by
Marci Thieme.

(Continued on page 20)
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Around the Zone from page 19)
I was thrilled to have a chance to meet legend Emerson
Fittipaldi, 2-time winner of the Indianapolis 500 - on Thursday evening. In our conversation with him, Rick shared a
memory with Emmo – we were driving home from the Road
America PCA event the evening of the 500 that year, and
a fellow at the gas station where we stopped was driving
north from the 500 race. He was so excited and told us
“That Fitza-paldi was hauling A**”. Emmo laughed with us,
he really enjoyed
the story.
The next morning, Rick and I took
‘Speedy’ on the
Eight Flags Marque
tour, with 39 other
classic cars of many
makes across the
island. This brought
back
memories
from 2013 when my
father was with us
Lori Schutz with her hero ‘Emmo’
at the sendoff. We
Emerson Fittipaldi at the Guardfelt him with us every
ians of Porsche dinner. Photo by
mile, of course.
RickRiley.

The pristine Wimbledon Green 356 Outlaw
owned by former WMR members Dan and Neila
Bird. And yes, they know this is a 911 color!
Photo from PCA website.
Then the Production Speedster of Nort Northam joined
the gathering -completing the story between the dream
and reality. Is always a treat to get a photo of Speedy with
one that followed. Since both were based on the standard
911 chassis, there are many similarities. The differences
are in the standard 911 model changes between 1985 and
1989, and also the windshield configuration.

Lori Schutz and Nort Northam with the Speedster
Design Study and Silver Production Speedster at
the Werks Reunion. Photo by Rick Riley.

Lori Schutz with ‘Speedy’ at the first stop in the
park on the beach on the Eight Flags Tour. Photo
by Rick Riley.
We split off of the tour before lunch and headed to the
Omni to join the Porsche Club of America Werks Reunion
Amelia Island. We drove into our reserved spot next to Dan
and Neila’s Outlaw 356.
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There were so many spectacular Porsches on display in
the judged area and then another several hundred parked
on the lawns. Tom and Sandy Provasi did a fantastic job
organizing and executing the PCA Werks Event.
My favorite was the Rothman’s livery gem I noticed as
soon as I arrived! Approaching the car, I was greeted by
Jim Goodlett of Savannah, GA. We quickly exchanged
names and he went directly to showing me the car. Inside,
outside, engine, and into the driver’s seat I went! Woo
hoo!
With great enthusiasm and high regard, Jim then
introduced me to Damon Josz. Why? Well as it turns out
(Continued on facing page)

these Porsche people are damn friendly, but you knew
that! Jim was kind enough to give his rally car spot on
the manicured lawn to these two Northern boys, seeing
as he had shown his “slideways” rally 911 at last year’s
inaugural WERKS event. Jim told me with a grin “Eyebrows
were certainly raised as my mud and grit replaced wax
and shine”. Jim knew Damon and his “co –Driver” Gytis
Kupinas were in search of sunshine and southern Hospitality, and the Amelia Island Werks Reunion had it all. It
was then I learned more about the car, and Damon, the
owner, builder and creator. When I asked why? He replied
“just as Porsche decided, I too, decided. build something
different.” The 959 was a big step in what a 911 could be.
Damon has a Porsche shop in Sunapee, NH that has been
restoring, fabricating on 911’s for 30 years. He built the
car as a tribute to the 86 PD 959, 6th place finish as the
‘chase car’ piloted by Roland Kussmaul and Wolf Hendrik
Unger.
Gytis Kupinas added “…the early 80s Rothman’s Porsche
953 Paris - Dakar rallye car. The infamous 953 (only 8
made) is based on the Porsche 959 (only 337 made), the
first supercar and the most technologically advanced car
ever at the time.”
The 959 was built specifically for Gruppe B rally racing.
The off-road modified 911 classified as “953”, had the
developmental, soon to be 959 ,4-wheel drive tucked
underneath. Rules for the event were a homologation of
200 cars, and the 911 chassis met the rule. The 1984 953
version was built for the most grueling 10,000-kilometre
(6,200 mi) terrain and unforgiving weather rally from Paris
to Dakar, Africa. And the 953 won in 1984 with Jackie
Ickx as pilot fantastique! The new test mule 959 bodied
versions appeared ready to race hard in the 1985 ParisDakar, however the result was not to be of joy and victory.
All three entries failed to finish, one car to fire, one to
mechanicals, and Ickx, nose first, slammed a boulder.
But the Porsche story never ends, because 1986 is one
of return and redemption. When the event ended it was
Porsche 1-2, Metge and Ickx respectively, with Kussmaul
and Unger, in the chase with a rolling parts car for the
leaders, the test and project engineers had come in, 6th
place overall.
And to me, best of all – it matches my jacket!! I tried
to take the 953 home!! Damon was nice enough to let
me climb in, but not to give me the key~…The Rothman’s
livery reminds me of the wonderful racing victories when
my father was at the helm of Porsche with both the 956
endurance racers and the 959 winning the Paris-Dakar Rallye.
This beautiful and amazing 1986 959 tribute to that
6th place is a build by Damon Josz and based on a 1994

Owner Damon Josz with Lori Schutz and his
special Rothman’s livery rallye car. Photo by Jim
Goodlet
C4, a direct relative of the testing and engineering of the
959 supercar, and subsequent all-wheel drive Porsches
today. Special note of authenticity to this build is careful
placement of period correct sponsorship decals by Dale
Flewelling, Newport, NH. I learned also that Wolf Hendrik
Unger had signed the door at Rennsport Reunion V, and
told Damon, “one missing decal!” Turns out Herr Unger
had placed a certain decal low in the back, the day of
departure of the 86 Paris-Dakar. Herr Unger quickly pulled
out his phone, and there it was! Dale and Damon added
that after the return trip from Monterey in 2015. Did I
tell you That Damon and another friend from Vermont
drove the car from NH to California and back in 12 days for
Rennsport V? That’s another story I am eager to hear! A
wonderful tribute to the efforts of Porsche, the enthusiasm and talent of the owner and his shop, SERIES 900.
On Saturday, I had the pleasure of sharing part of the
podium ceremony with none other than Jochen Mass, who
shared his memories of racing for Dad back in the day.
What a fine gentleman who contributed to many successful race victories and experiences in the Porsche 956, 962
and others. Starting to see a pattern here, I’m partial to
racecar drivers!
Til next month, when
we should all be able
to get out on the highways and byways in
our Porsches. Enjoy the
spring events. I look forward to seeing many of
you along the way.
Jochen Mass, legendary Porsche
race car driver, and Lori Schutz.
Photo by Damon Josz.
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Cars & Coffee -- Ann Arbor
Story and photos by Member Richard Zarbo

While not a Rally Sport Region event, members can benefit
from the efforts of RSR member Jon Heidorn. About three
years ago Jon had the idea that Ann Arbor could benefit
from a Cars & Coffee. While he probably wasn’t alone with
that idea he did something about it.
Making arrangements with Zingerman’s Road House
at the intersection of Jackson Road and Maple Road he
launched Cars & Coffee with little more than encouragement from other RSR members and a belief that Facebook
could get the word out.

Last weekend more than 160 cars showed up for the season opener -- that has got to be a new record. Best of all,
the event is appealing to the vast world of those afflicted by
“caritis.”
If you haven’t done so before, come join the crowd on
the third Saturday of the summer months. If the weather is
decent the cars start arriving before 7:00 AM.

Cars & Coffee host and RSR member
Jon Heidorn -- the spark that lit the fire!
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Hershey, PA Porsche Swap Meet
Story and photos by RSR Member Sebastian Gaeta

Many PCA members are creatures of habit whether it be
the particular way we wash our cars, which oil we prefer
to use and which annual events we attend. I am guilty of
the annual event thing. For the last 20 years or so I have
attended the annual Central PA Porsche swap meet that
is masterfully hosted by Central PA Region (CPA). If you’ve
never been there let me give you a little background. The
2018 event was its 42nd and was originally held at the Ski
Roundtop resort in Lewisberry, PA until about the year
2000 when it moved to the parking lot at Hershey Park in
Hershey, PA. It typically brings nearly 650 vendors, around
1,000 Porsches, and over 6,000 visitors from all over the
world. (That is not a typo.)
CPA members wearing orange vests are everywhere
directing traffic, answering attendee’s questions and helping vendors find their swap spots. The event includes not
just the swap meet but also a Porsche corral that holds
nearly 1,000 cars and a People’s Choice Concours that will
attract anything from a 1951 Split Window 356 to a brand
new 991 or GT3. If you are car shopping it is comforting to
know that many of the Porsches in the corral have for sale
signs on them.
If you have been to Parade and you’ve been to a
Rennsport Reunion, you still have one box to check. The
sights and sounds are amazing just walking through the
vendor areas. Many languages other than English can be
heard in the crowd; people really do come here from all
over the world looking for parts. What can one find here?
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Just about everything from cars to parts new and used,
literature, shop manuals, clothing, tool kits and aftermarket go-fast items for everything from the earliest of 356’s
to Porsche tractors and 930’s to 991’s, Macans, Panamera’s
and on and on.
Sometimes I go there to sell parts that I have acquired
over the years and sometimes I go just to take it all in.
Whatever your motivation you will have a great experience. The swap is always on the third Saturday of April,
rain or shine, so I suggest you plan other activities because
on occasion it has been cold and rainy. Other activities can
include the Spring Carlisle all makes swap event in nearby
Carlisle, PA on Friday, the autocross held on Sunday at
Hershey park or a visit to the Antique Automobile Club of
America (AACA) museum right there in Hershey. From Ann
Arbor it is about an eight hour drive so the commitment is
big, but so is the reward. If you are interested in attending
next year’s event, let me know and I will be happy to chat
with you about it.

Time With Tim -- New Member Party
Story by Editor Mike O’Rear with photos by Stewart Free and Glenn Trapp

Saturday, April 21 saw RSR’s annual New Members Meeting, for the first time at Jeff Jones’ Automotive Techniques
in Novi. President Tim Pott hosted the event with Christian
Maloof, RSR’s Chief High Performance Driving Instructor as
the featured speaker. Christian discussed HPDEs for beginners and answered several questions from those thinking
of trying out track this year. As Tim Pott said, “Everyone
should try this once.” Whether or not it becomes “your
thing” beginners come away with a much better understanding of what cars, and Porsches especially, can do under safely controlled conditions.
Tim also did an HPDE tech inspection of a member’s car
so that participants could fully understand the whats and

whys of the club’s inspection process. Tim also demonstrated a minimal equipment brake bleeding procedure for
those who want to do that part of track preparation themselves.
A thanks goes out to Barb Jones who created another
feast anchored by Jeff’s grill skills on Brats and Burgers.
(The Baked Beans alone were worth the drive.)
The New Member Party brought an end to the Time With
Tim sessions until next fall. That will be a long wait but their
resumption will take a little of the edge off of the, then impending, arrival of winter.

Chief Instructor Christian Maloof explaining High Performance Driving Events.
Tim Pott demonstrates brake
bleeding.

You can’t introduce them to cars and
track too early. Phoebe Mather along
with parents Phil & Nichole.

The owners of Automotive Techniques and hosts
of the event Barb & Jeff
Jones.

Member Lynda Wolf offered her car to Tim for the
Tech Inspection and brake bleeding demonstrations.
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The Gospel of Motor Oil According to Rick
Story by Past President Rick Mammel

I was contacted the other day by a sales rep pitching yet
another miracle oil additive promising everything from
doubled engine life to a gas mileage increase of 20 mpg.
Basically 30 years of bad engineering erased with one
bottle of the magic concoction. After my “thanks but no
thanks” email, a reply came with a barrage of reasons
why the automotive engineering community is part of the
same conspiracy as “Big Oil.” They don’t want vehicles to
get good mileage or longer engine life. Big Oil sells more
gas and if engines last longer the Big Car Companies won’t
sell as many new cars. This is up there with the JFK, Hoffa
or Area 51 conspiracies.
Let’s look at Big Oil first. Their sales are not affected
by additives, or supplements as they are now called. They
add the supplements to the oil prior to the sale. Yet the
oil companies produce page after page of anti-additive
new releases debunking their use. Since we have only a bit
more than a page here, the Cliff Notes version is….. there
are already plenty of supplements carefully blended into
the base stock of the oil. Millions of dollars of research
and equipment have gone into formulating the oil to its
specific requirements. They don’t want someone messing
with that balance and adding something that may disable
some of the additives they worked hard to develop.
Now let’s look at the manufacturers of the additives.
It’s hard to dispute which aftermarket additive rode to the
top on a wave of promotional excellence. If you grew up
around anything associated with American cars, STP was
a mainstay additive for your V8. Whether it was the free
decals or the STP Pajamas that the Granatelli Crew wore at
Indy, STP promotion was everywhere. If you wanted your
engine to last you reached for that pop top tin of petroleum honey. In reality it just thickened your oil, but its best
application was to give that old “oil burner” a chance to
change hands to a new owner with a smokeless transition.
It was and is still used as an engine assembly lube as it
tenaciously stays put on the new bearings until the engine
is started. It appears promotion over performance is the
legacy of this lubricative aftermarket segment.
My rule is “no additives required,” but there is an
exception. Governmental regulations have forced a few
changes in oil formulations that are, in my opinion, detrimental to engine life. The big one was removing ZDDP
when it was found that its deposits contaminated the catalytic convertors. The workings of Zinc Dialkyldithiophosphates (I cut and pasted from Wikipedia), or the easier to
say ZDDP, could expand to several pages but for this article
there is a single advantage that applies to our Porsches.
The key purpose of ZDDP is that it leaves a film that pro26

tects surfaces from dry/cold startup galling. One of the key
features of synthetic oil is its ability to flow easily, which
is also one of its detriments on vehicles that sit for a bit.
Gravity gets every drop of synthetic back to the sump and
if it were not for additives like ZDDP there is a strong possibility that scuffing could occur when you crank up the motor. The areas most affected are the flat tappets/camshafts
in the water-cooled engines. I repeat, if there is any protection that your engine needs it is when you start it. Modern
lubricants are all capable of providing the required lubrication once they start flowing. Your concerns only need to be
during the initial few seconds after cold start up, especially
after the car has been sitting for an extended period.
To compound the problem newer cars are factory
specified to use much thinner oil viscosities. It still freaks
me out when I see zero as a viscosity number. However,
thinner oils offer several advantages in modern motors.
Less energy is required to pump this oil through the motor,
thus more energy is available to the wheels, which results
in better fuel economy. Thin oil is also better at accepting
and transferring heat and most importantly thin oil moves
more quickly through control systems. This is important for
the hydraulically controlled valve-train systems prevalent
in today’s engines. The speed at which these systems need
to activate/deactivate is crucial to engine function. When
it comes to water-cooled Porsche engines with Variocam
and Variocam Plus you have two separate circuits that
both require instantaneous activation. Not a good time to
think “Does the factory need to know that I am running
20W-50 in this thing because I have a discount coupon?”
While we should stick to the factory recommended viscosities, I personally would use an oil containing ZDDP and run
the risk of a slow decline of catalytic converter life in order
to reduce engine wear. If you can’t find your favorite brand
in the correct “brew” you can use a ZDDP additive.
As an aside regarding cold/dry startup issues in modern engines -- some of flat tappet “dry” start up problems
have been offset by a special lubricating film the manufacturer now applies to the contact area. To support the
“careful what you put in you motor” department, the
manufacturer of those coated tappets warns not to let
any molybdenum into the oil or it will damage the coating
and exacerbate wear. A popular molybdenum additive for
years was Motormoly!
So, read the label on the additives -- staring back at you
are those guaranteed fuel saving statements and promises
of doubling your engine life. Remember, the manufacturer
of your engine would have already specified the “magic

(Continued on page 29)

Porsche Club of America
Rally Sport Region -- Board/Club Meeting Minutes

Tuesday, March 6th

Tim Pott: President.................................................Present
Peter Grant: Vice-President....................................Present
Burghard Linn: Treasurer........................................Present
Mary Ann Kantrow: Secretary.................................Present
Mike O’Rear.............................................................Absent
Kevin Kral................................................................Present
Members & Visitor Present: Pat McNamara, Andy Sasyk,
Vigen Darian, Lynda J. Wolf, Doug Finn, Zachary Huber, Dru
Huber, Matt Huber, Eric Gedeon, Greg Mercer, Sebastian
Gaeta, John Welte, John Horner, David Finch, Charlie Brown
III, Tim Boertman, Arnie Spieker, Sue Sarin, Tom Krueger,
Phil Mather, Rich Chang and Glenn Trapp.
Call to Order: Tim Pott called the meeting to order at
7:06PM at Karl’s Cabin in Plymouth.
President’s Report: None
Meeting Minutes: March meeting minutes were reviewed.
Motion: To approve meeting minutes passed.
Treasurer’s Report: Burghard Linn reviewed the February
Report. Motion: To approve financial report passed
REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available to any
RSR Club member. E-Mail your request to Burghard Linn
(burghard.linn@gmail.com).
Insurance Report: Jim Dowty pulled insurance forms for
Time with Tim and Movie Night.
Advertising Report: Funds are coming in and we are looking
for more advertisers.
Membership: Glenn Trapp stated that the club stands at
309 members. New program from National is available for
those looking for Porsches: “Test Drive Program”. They get
access to our site and Panorama magazine.
Track Report: Christian Maloof stated that the calendar is
set and advertised. Still looking for sponsors.

Jim Dowty: Insurance Chair.....................................Absent
Christian Maloof.....................................................Present
Dan Kantrow...........................................................Present
Jeremy Goddard.......................................................Absent
William Roger...........................................................Absent

• Mar 17: Movie Night, Host: Jim Dunham and Andy Sasyk
– 7:00pm
• Mar 24: Time with Tim
• Apr 7: Roush Museum & Lunch - 10:00am
• Apr 21: Time with Tim – New members party
• May 5: Maume Valley Region – Kentucky Derby Rally.
Matt, Tim and Peter will be meeting with the president
of MVR
• Aug 4: Event after Waterford – BBQ 5:30 (Arnie Spieker
at the grill)
• Aug 17-19: Zone event – Porsches across the Mackinaw
Bridge. Need volunteers. Lead guy is Don Dickman
• Sep 9: Picnic at Sandhill Soaring Club, Dave Finch, Peter
Grant and John Kytasty (back up 16th)
• Oct ??: Annual RSR Color Tour, Hosts: ??
• Nov 03: Polar Bear Run, Host: Sebastian Gaeta
• Dec??: Holiday Party
Other Potental Events:
• Yankee Air Museum – rides in the B17 on Wednesdays
•		Gilmore Museum -- Host Needed
• Work at the gardens at Matthaei Botanical Gardens, Dan
Kantrow
• Dyno Day, Host: Andy Sasyk
New Business: None.
Old Business: None.
Motion: To adjourn the meeting passed unanimously at
7:48PM.
Minutes taken by: Mary Ann Kantrow, Secretary

Newsletter: Deadline is TBD.
Events Committee: Matt and Dru reviewed the following
list of events.
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CL A SSIFIED A DS
CARS FOR SALE
1995 Porsche 993. Black with cashmere leather interior.
137,000 miles mostly
freeway, no winters, no
accidents. Upper end
engine and new engine
wiring harness done
within the last six years.
Tires were replaced
about 2,000 miles ago.
$53,000.00. Contact Tim Pott tcpott@gmail.com or cell
734-548-5378. (04/18)
1973 Porsche 914-4 2.0L Wide-Body (has 916 style fiberglass flares molded into
the body) Florida car (inland-from Orlando area)
stored in Michigan since
2004. 162,000 miles,
Complete disassemble
and professional repaint
in 1999 a beautiful BMW
Sinibar Red (originally Baby Blue). 5-Speed Trans. Engine
is stock except for Dellorto (Italian Weber) carbs and sport
exhaust. 1973 2.0L engines had the highest horsepower(95) of all the 4 cylinder 914 Porsches. Excellent condition chrome bumpers and 4-bolt, 8-spoke Alloy Wheels
(6x14front and 7x14rear with good condition P215-60R14
Kumho tires) with 1 inch wheel spacers. Body is solid.
Needs some suspension work and Interior re-assembly to
get it back on the road. Also has an aftermarket underdash AC system (can be removed). $5,500/make offer. Call
Gary Starin; Cell: 248-425-0799 (09/17)
1984 Porsche 944: Brown with tan/brown vinyl and cloth
interior. Approximately
88K original miles. Everything works except for
the A/C system. Original
and unmolested car, runs
well, nice condition, interior is great with only a few minor dash cracks. It has the
original Blaupunkt radio with power antenna, cruise control, power deck lid release, power sunroof and windows.
All the major service is complete including Factory Porsche
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engine mounts, Sachs / Boge shocks and struts, reference
sensors, belts, rollers, WP, clutch, throw out bearing, O2
sensor, tires, fuel level sending unit, tires, fluids, and power
steering lines. The updates include H4 headlamps, solid
state DME relay, tail light update, and new shifter boot.
$5500. Please contact Skip Kuhn at 734-344-9506 or
T1143RK@gmail.com. (07/17)
2009 911 Carrera 4S: Bone stock, clean. 62,300 miles,
6-speed manual. Car
comes with extensive
maintenance history
(receipts and invoices).
MSRP was ~$115k. Additional options: Bodycolored center console, Bose high end sound, Navigation,
heated seats, Dynamic cornering bixenons, factory sport
exhaust, sport PASM, Sport Chrono package. $55,000. For
videos, detailed photos and test drives contact Heramb
Dandekar at heramb21@gmail.com (06/17)

OTHER ITEMS
Simpson Bandit helmet: SA2015, size XXL. Predrilled for
restraint system, comes with extra
interior padding and helmet bag.
Bought new last summer, only
worn once at Grattan DE. As new
in the box. $395. Contact Jeff Uhlman MVR-PCA 419-260-8644 or
mittlemotor@gmail.com (04/18)
Four Hancook Ventus S1 Evo run-flat tires; 225/45-17,
$180 obo. Also, 4 Dunlop SP Winter Sport 3D tires, 225/4517, $140. All tread depths about 5mm. Call Andy Sasyk or
text 734-718-6432. (03/18)
Four 17” Rial Turbo Twist (Cup 3) Wheels: from 1995
Carrera 4. Front 7.5Jx 17H2. Rear
9Jx 17H2. $750.00. Never used.
Some minor scratches near center from moving while in storage.
Dunlop SP Winter Sport tires are
currently mounted. Less than 50
miles. 205/50R17 and 255/40R17
mud and snow. Dated 2001. Could

coordinate local delivery. Contact Mike McGarry. 248-7012143. red993@icloud.com. (11/17)
Car Storage: heated, secured $550 up to 6 months. Call Clem
Weierstahl 810-636-2840. (09/17)

(Motor Oil from page 26)
goo” if it offered even one percent of those promises.
The factory engineers aren’t as stupid as the aftermarket
might make them out to be. However, they may be lazy.
If someone had a magic bullet they might be the first to
apply it and save themselves some work. That does not
happen much. Following the factory suggestions is actually
not that bad. Forget the snake oil additives and just change
your oil regularly; sludge disappears, micro particles are
flushed away, and fresh lubricant is available to keep your
hydraulic controlled systems and chain tensioners clean
and unclogged.
P.S.: The only thing recommended in owner’s manuals
that I cannot support is the oil change interval. I know the
tradition is 3,000 miles and it is an early interval for modern engines using quality lubricants. However, I like to start
thinking about getting the oil out of there by 3,500-4,000
miles and would never let it get near 5,000. I know there
are all sorts of reasons to follow the recommendations
of 10K, 12K, or 15K -- but not in anything you care about.
Those are lease car intervals!

Vintage Munk’s
Taking the bugs
out of your Beetle
since 1969

3088 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan

service@munks.com
248-335-5424
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Tour of the Roush Collection
Story and captions by RSR Editor Mike O’Rear, photos by RSR Member Stewart Free

On April 7th the Huber clan hosted a tour of the Roush
Collection in Livonia. As you can see below the variety of
vehicles in the collection is extraordinary. Following the

event the group retired for a bunch at the French Toast
Bistro in Plymouth.

Event hosts, and two-thirds of the
RSR Events Commitee, Dru and Matt
Huber.

Michael Glebellbecker and
Estella Woo with their son.

Porschephile Sebastian Gaeta
graciously signs an autograph
for Zach Huber, the third-third
of the RSR Events Committee.

Brunch at the French Toast with (left to right):
James Schorr, Mary Pat Conen, Sally Free,
Stewart Free, Joe Conen and John Thompson.
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From the Back Seat
By RSR Vice-President Peter Grant

Holy crap! Sunday, April 22 and my monthly musing is due
again to our illustrious editor, and I am just back from a
proverbial “week from hell” road trip…having given not a
single thought to this month’s article until now. Well, it is
now past the middle of April, and while spring has not entirely “sprung”, it does appear to be “springing”. And with
the spring weather come thoughts of the now rapidly approaching “driving season”.
Driving season, meaning those months of the year when
we can bring our precious (and rust prone) “P” car toys out
for some serious “drive time”…which to me begs the question “what does driving season mean to you?” The idea of
having “driving” and “non-driving” seasons is appropriate
for all of us in the Northern climes, where several of the
winter months mean just that…winter, which brings with
it cold, snow, and the requisite road salt. They don’t call it
the rust belt for nothing. So for those of us up here in the
frozen north, putting the “P” car (or any other “older” classic) away for these months is a matter of self-preservation.
Drive the car on the winter months where it is prone to
having that wonderful salt-filled slush sprayed up into every nook and cranny of the car, and you’ll have rust eating
away at it before you can say Ziebart!
Interestingly, they also have a driving season in states
where they don’t have a winter. California comes to mind,
where track events and things like Cars & Coffee gatherings around the state happen from April-October. Does
this mean all those Porsche lovers put their cars away for
the winter like we do? WHY? Unless you go up to Tahoe or
similar places, they don’t get snow. They don’t salt their
roads. So why in the world would you forgo several months

of driving just because it might be a bit cooler than the
summer months? I don’t think “P” cars melt, so rain should
not be a show-stopper!? And if it is, the rain does not last
for months…maybe a day or two here and there. I don’t
get it, nor do I know if this happens in other warm weather
states, like Florida or Arizona or Texas, but I suspect the
same phenomenon happens there as well. Crazy? Seems
so, but maybe 12 solid months of “driving season” is just
too much for any car enthusiast? Really?
So maybe we should be asking what does “driving season” mean to you? Does it mean that you bring your car
out of hibernation, clean it up, put it where you can easily
access it, and then let it sit…ready for action…without actually driving it except to the far too occasional club driving event? Or does it mean that your special toy becomes
your daily driver on the good (and maybe the not-so-good
if you car’s not prone to melting…or leaking) days. Or does
it mean you bring that snarling dragon out of hibernation,
freshen all the fluids, brake pads, etc. and head for as many
track DE’s as you can? Perhaps a combination of all of
these, or something entirely different…like spending your
time with the car armed with all the waxes, polishes, and
Q-tips you can find. Whatever it’s meaning is to you, we
all look forward with great anticipation to “driving season”.
Surely with temps finally creeping into the 60s and sunny
skies making an appearance more frequently, the season is
upon us.
Hallelujah! Whatever your favorite flavor of driving is in
the season…ENJOY. See you at the track, at the Cars & Coffee, at the club driving event, or at the super market. Can’t
wait!
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